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What‘s the deal with NGC 2770?

Late-type spiral (.SAS5*.) at 27 Mpc, 2x1010M⊙

Host of SN 2008D/XRF 080109 (Soderberg et al. 2008, Nature)
discovered while Swift observed X-rays from SN 2007uy
shock break out from a SN? -> very onset of the SN

Why so many SNe in <10 years and why only Ibs? Any reason??

APOD 18/1/2008 (credit: A. de Ugarte Postigo)

The „SN Ib factory“



The progenitors of stellar 
explosions

...plus some special classes (IIP, IIL, IIn, IIb...) 
and H-rich/H-poor super-luminous SNe

maybe CSM interaction also plays a role?
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The progenitors of stellar 
explosions - from the environment

CC SN environments 7
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Figure 2. Cumulative pixel statistics plot of all the main SN types. SNIa (98 events) are shown in green, SNII (163.5) in black, SNIb (39.5) in red, the SNIc
(52) in blue and the overall SNIbc (96.5) population in magenta. The black diagonal line illustrates a hypothetical, infinite in size distribution that accurately
follows the on-going SF. As a distribution moves away to the top left-hand corner from this diagonal it is displaying a lower degree of association to the
emission. Hence, a clear sequence is displayed, from the SNIa through the SNII, the SNIb and to the SNIc in terms of increasing association to the H! line
emission.

distribution is shown by the diagonal black line in Fig. 2. The
results of these tests are now listed, where a percentage is given
for the likelihood that two populations are drawn from the same
underlying distribution. If this percentage is higher than 10% then
we conclude that there is no statistically-significant difference
between the distributions10.

10 The KS test takes two parameters to calculate this probability; the ‘dis-
tance’ between the two distributions (basically the largest difference in the
y-scale between the distributions as shown in Fig. 2), and the number of
events within each distribution. Hence with small samples it is hard to probe
differences between distributions. Some of the SN sub-types analysed in
this work are dominated by this restriction.

Ia-II: !0.1%
II-Ib: >10%
Ib-Ic: !5%
II-Ibc!0.5%
Probability of being consistent with a flat distribution
II-flat: <0.1%
Ib-flat: <0.1%
Ic-flat: >10%
Ibc-flat: !0.5%
We find that SNIa show the lowest degree of association to host
galaxy SF of all SN types, as expected if these SNe arise from WD
progenitor stars, i.e. an evolved stellar population. Following the
SNIa we find a sequence of increasing association to the on-going

SNIa⇒SNII⇒SNIb⇒SNIc
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Figure 1. Cumulative fraction (solid lines) of measured oxygen abundances at
the SN position of different types of CCSNe with three different metallicity
diagnostics and their confidence bands (dotted lines, see the text). SNe Ic (the
demise of the most heavily stripped stars that lost much, if not all, of both
their H and He layers) are systematically in more metal-rich environments than
SNe Ib (SNe arising from less stripped stars that retained their He layer). This
is a robust conclusion since the trend is independent of the adopted metallicity
diagnostic. The PP04-O3N2 scale is least impacted by reddening and flux-
calibration uncertainties. Note that in this study, the SN Ib subclass includes
SNe IIb as well.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

5.1. Tests for Possible Systematic Effects

While there are selection effects that went into our hetero-
geneous sample, none of them is expected to affect SNe Ib
systematically more than SNe Ic, and hence should not be able
to cause our observed trend. We checked that the SN survey
mode does not explain the observed trend; indeed, both SNe Ib
and SNe Ic were drawn in almost equal proportions from both
targeted and untargeted surveys (Table 1), and the relative dif-
ference in the metallicity of SN Ib and SN Ic environments is
visible even when only comparing SNe from the same survey
mode, albeit with more noise because of the smaller numbers of
objects. Furthermore, we checked that both SNe Ib and SNe Ic
span comparable redshift ranges, with median redshifts of 0.014
(for SNe Ib) and 0.017 (for SNe Ic). However, the broad-lined
SNe Ic in our sample extend to larger redshifts, with a median
of 0.043.

While some surveys may have difficulty discovering SNe in
the central cores of bright galaxies, this detection difficulty does
not appear to affect one SN type more than another in our SN
sample: from Table 1, most of the SNe included here were found
far from the central 1!!, and those SNe that have offsets less than
1!! comprise all types (SN Ib, Ic, Ic-bl). The only strong selection

effect in our sample is that we require H ii region emission lines
to be present at the SN position with which we can determine
the ISM oxygen abundance, meaning that the SN location has to
have had a large amount of recent (i.e., a few million years) star
formation activity. However, this requirement affects SNe Ib
and SNe Ic equally since our objects sample the same redshift
range.

5.2. Supernova Progenitors with Metallicity-driven Winds?

A reasonable suggestion for why the environments of SNe Ic
are more metal rich than those of SNe Ib is that metallicity-
driven winds (Vink & de Koter 2005; Crowther & Hadfield
2006) in the progenitor stars prior to explosion are responsible
for removing most, if not all, of the He layer whose spectroscopic
nondetection distinguishes SNe Ic from SNe Ib. This explana-
tion may favor the single massive W-R progenitor scenario as
the dominant mechanism for producing SNe Ib/c (Filippenko
& Sargent 1985; Woosley et al. 1993), at least for those in large
star-forming regions (Section 5.1). While the binary scenario has
been suggested as the dominant channel for numerous reasons
(see Smartt 2009 for a review; Smith et al. 2011), we cannot
assess it in detail, since none of the theoretical studies (e.g.,
Eldridge et al. 2008, and references therein) predict the metal-
licity dependence of the subtype of stripped SN. However, our
results are consistent with the suggestion of Smith et al. (2011)
that SNe Ic may come from stars with higher metallicities (and
masses) than SNe Ib, even if they are in binaries.

The distribution of the SNe Ic-bl is puzzling: SNe Ic-bl seem
to occur at metallicities between those of SNe Ib and SNe Ic,
except GRB-SNe which are found at very low metallicities
(but see Soderberg et al. 2010; Levesque et al. 2010b; also
see Levesque et al. 2010a for other GRB host metallicities).
This may indicate another key ingredient beyond metallicity for
producing ordinary SNe Ic-bl, perhaps magnetic fields.

We find only a factor of five difference between the lowest
metallicity Z for SNe Ib and the highest metallicity for SNe Ic.
Since the mass-loss rate Ṁ is proportional to Z0.86 (Vink & de
Koter 2005), this difference in Z would imply a maximum factor
of four difference in Ṁ between SN Ib and SN Ic progenitors.
The question remains whether this small difference in Ṁ is
enough to be responsible for removing all of the He layer, or
other factors are responsible that have a higher dependence
on metallicity than line-driven winds, or the metallicity trend
simply correlates with another property such as progenitor mass
(Kelly et al. 2008; Anderson & James 2008) that may determine
the SN outcome. All observations and theoretical work (see
Bastian et al. 2010 for a review) indicate that the initial mass
function is universal at the metallicities found herein.

Our results validate the independent hypothesis of Arcavi
et al. (2010), which was based on indirect data: as an explanation
for the fact that none of the 15 CCSNe found by the Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF) in dwarf galaxies (MR < "18 mag)
was a SN Ic, Arcavi et al. (2010) suggest that SNe Ic do not
occur at low metallicity since low-luminosity galaxies usually
have low metallicity, in contrast to SNe Ic-bl of which two
were found by PTF in dwarf hosts. Here we have supporting
direct evidence; we show that SN Ic host environments have
systematically higher metallicities than those of SNe Ib, while
those of SNe Ic-bl encompass both low and high abundances.
Nevertheless, it is important to measure metallicities directly
and not rely on the host-galaxy luminosity (L) as a proxy, as we
show next.
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Fig. 2. Metallicities (N2) at the locations of stripped-envelope CC
SNe versus their host galaxy absolute magnitudes. SNe Ib are marked
with blue circles (squares for the 3 SNe of Thöne et al. 2009), SNe Ic
in red and SNe Ib/c (intermediate or uncertain type) in black. Grey stars
are for GRB-SNe and gray circles for SNe Ic-BL (Modjaz et al. 2008).
The displayed error bars only include the measurement errors, while
all data points have an additional associated uncertainty of 0.18 dex,
related to the 1! dispersion in the N2 index calibration (shown as the
black error-bar in the panel to the right). In addition, this panel shows
a comparison with the corresponding mean values from Anderson et al.
(2010) and Modjaz et al. (2011). Our mean values are marked with
dashed-dotted lines.

from our initial sample were reclassified. We note here that these
errorbars (like those in the mean values quoted by Anderson
et al. 2010; and Modjaz et al. 2011) are underestimated because
they do not include the uncertainties in the individual metallicity
measurements (largely dominated by the systematic uncertain-
ties in the metallicity calibrators; see Sect. 4.1).

3.2. Age estimates

We derive two di!erent estimates for the stellar age at the
SN location, namely the luminosity-weighted mean stellar age
from the stellar absorption features and the age of the ioniz-
ing (youngest) stellar populations from the H" EW. We mea-
sure the stellar absorption features of the spectrum subtracted
by the Gaussian fits to the nebular emission lines. Estimates of
the luminosity-weighted mean age are derived by comparing the
observed absorption features with those predicted by a Bruzual
& Charlot (2003)-based model library spanning a comprehen-
sive range in random star formation histories and metallicities,
as described in Gallazzi et al. (2005). The constraints are set by
a combination of age-sensitive indices (H# and H$A+H%A) and
metal-sensitive indices ([MgFe]! and [Mg2Fe]) to help break the
age-metallicity degeneracy. For each object we derive the prob-
ability density function (PDF) of the luminosity-weighted age in
this way. We take the median of the PDF as the fiducial age es-
timate and the 16th and 84th percentiles as the 1! uncertainty
range. The results are summarized in Table 3.

One can immediately see that these ages range between
0.8"7 Gyr, i.e. old compared to the lifetimes of massive stars.
This is expected since the stellar absorption features probe the
mean age integrated over the whole star formation history in
the region. In our case, however, it is more relevant to examine
the age of the youngest, i.e. latest, star formation episode in this

region. The question we want to address is whether there are any
SN locations that, despite the large uncertainties, indicate a pop-
ulation that is older than what is allowed by the stellar evolution
models for single massive stars. Such an age estimator, which is
sensitive to the most recent star formation, is the H" EW (see e.g.
Leitherer et al. 1999; Zackrisson et al. 2001). Even so, the rela-
tion between H" EW and age strongly depends on the star forma-
tion history. Unfortunately, our question can only be addressed
under the assumption that the latest star formation episode was
instantaneous, because if star formation is continuing, massive
stars can be born at any time and give rise to CC SNe. This
means that a conclusive answer cannot be given, but we believe
that any contribution to the “single versus binary” channel dis-
cussion deserves e!ort.

The ages of the young stellar populations in the vicinity
of the SNe have been estimated by the measured H" EW and
by comparison with the predictions of Starburst99 (Leitherer
et al. 1999, see their Fig. 83) for instantaneous star formation.
Our metallicity estimates were used to choose the appropriate
table (Z = 0.008 and Z = 0.02 are relevant). We were conser-
vative by providing the widest range in ages that are compatible
with our measurements. For example, at an H" EW of #20 Å
at solar metallicity, the models are degenerate, and many ages
between 7"10 Myr provide a solution. We therefore provide a
range of possible ages (Table 3), rather than one single interpo-
lated age. Furthermore, this range is widened by the uncertainty
in our EW measurements and the di!erent possible IMFs exam-
ined by Leitherer et al. (1999). Indeed, we see that the ages com-
puted this way are much younger than the luminosity-weighted
mean stellar ages estimated from the absorption features and,
therefore, represent a lower limit to the age of the SN regions.
These lower limits have been plotted in Fig. 3. We note that
Levesque et al. (2010a) used a similar approach and estimated
the ages of the young stellar populations in GRB host galaxies
from the H# EW.

4. Discussion

4.1. Metallicities

Investigating the metallicities of the SN environments is im-
portant because within the single massive progenitor sce-
nario SNe Ic are expected to be found in more metal-rich en-
vironments than SNe Ib. This is due to the strong dependence of
stellar winds on metallicity (Vink & de Koter 2005), with stars
of the same initial mass su!ering more severe mass loss and en-
velope stripping at higher metallicities.

Our result is intermediate to those of Anderson et al. (2010),
who find equal metallicities for SN Ib and Ic environments, and
of Modjaz et al. (2011) who find SNe Ic to lie in more metal-
rich environments than SNe Ib. Modjaz et al. find a di!erence of
0.20 dex (in the O3N2 scale) and a high probability for rejecting
the null hypothesis that types Ib and Ic explode in similar metal-
licity environments, based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test (p-value = 1%). In our sample we cannot detect such a
significant di!erence: a KS test provides very weak evidence
against such a hypothesis (p-value = 17.1%).

We note that the errors quoted until now (i.e. the stan-
dard error of the mean), as well as the ones of Anderson
et al. and of Modjaz et al., ignore the relatively large errors in
the individual metallicity estimates. When the individual error-
bars (here >#0.18 dex) exceed the sample standard deviation !
(here <0.15 dex), the standard error of the mean underestimates
the real uncertainty in the mean value. This is the case here
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were used due to object proximity to the edge of the
field of view. Sky in SNIFS data was estimated using an
annular aperture around the object and subtracted out.
Usually the annulus is larger than the field width thus
e!ectively only a part of it was being used to measure the
sky. GMOS is equipped by another IFU dedicated for si-
multaneous sky observation during the science exposures,
and subtraction was done in the reduction process.
The positions of the objects in each SNIFS wave-

length slice were traced, thus compensating the di!er-
ential atmospheric refraction e!ect (DAR; Filippenko
1982). This demonstrates the advantage of using inte-
gral field spectroscopy (IFS) compared to conventional
slit spectroscopy which is strongly a!ected by DAR, and
with IFS the e!ects of DAR could be corrected a pos-
teriori as has been shown by Arribas et al. (1999). The
GMOS dataset was corrected for DAR in the datacube
stage by shifting each wavelength slices, and aperture
photometry of individual slices was done with fixed aper-
ture position for each object.
The final resulting spectra were then analysed using

IRAF/splot. Nebular emission lines were measured by
fitting a Gaussian profile. To measure metallicity, only
the nebular emission lines are needed thus the stellar con-
tinuum was removed prior to line measurement by fitting
a polynomial function. Before measuring line equiva-
lent width, the continuum was normalized also by fit-
ting with a polynomial. Metallicity in terms of oxygen
abundance was derived using the O3N2 and N2 calibra-
tions by Pettini & Pagel (2004, hereafter PP04). This
method of metallicity determination uses intensity ratios
of lines closely spaced in wavelength, therefore not sen-
sitive against errors introduced by reddening and flux
calibration.
Following PP04, we adopt 12 + log (O/H) = 8.66 as

the value of the solar oxygen abundance (Asplund et al.
2004). In all of the observed fields H! and [NII]"6583
were detected thus enabling N2 determination, while the
H# and [OIII]"5007 detection required for O3N2 is less
frequent. In cases where both O3N2 and N2 were de-
tected we adopt the mean value as the metallicity, other-
wise the N2 value is adopted. The errors quoted in metal-
licity in Z! unit are the bounds for the highest and lowest
values of 12+log(O/H) determined from O3N2 and N2.
In cases where only N2 is available, we assign the error of
12+log(O/H) as ±0.18 dex, which is the 1$ uncertainty
in the PP04’s N2 calibration determination. These were
then converted into Z! metallicities to give the highest
and lowest value bounds of metallicity.
Ages of the stellar populations were determined by

comparing the observed H! equivalent width (EW)
with the theoretical values provided by simple stel-
lar population (SSP) model Starburst99 (Leitherer et al.
1999) for each appropriate metallicity. We assume an
instantaneous-burst stellar population with continuous,
standard Salpeter IMF (! = 2.35). The evolution of
H!EW with SSP age is presented in Figure 1. H!EW
of a stellar population with continuous star formation is
also shown for comparison. The evolution of H! is sen-
sitive to the star formation history, while IMF variations
give less important e!ect especially at SSP age older than
! 4 Myr. The error of H!EW were estimated from the
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectral continuum around
H!. We expect the e!ect of dust absorption in H!EW

Figure 1. Time evolution of H! equivalent width, Starburst99
SSP. Single-burst model is represented with black line color and
continuous star formation with purple; both use standard Salpeter
IMF with ! = 2.35, Mup = 100 M!. Dotted lines represent single-
burst solar-metallicity models with di!erent IMFs: red is for ! =
3.30, Mup = 100 M!, orange is for ! = 2.35, Mup = 30 M!. The
lifetimes of single stars of di!erent initial masses at solar metallicity
according to Padova models are indicated with vertical grey lines.

determination to be minimal due to the very small wave-
length range used for EWmeasurement. The SSP age de-
termined from H!EW is adopted as the lifetime of the co-
eval progenitor star, and comparison with Padova stellar
evolution models gives the estimated initial mass of a star
with such lifetime. We used models from Bressan et al.
(1993) for solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), and Fagotto et al.
(1994) for 0.4 solar metallicity (Z = 0.008). We defined
observed oxygen abundance of 0.7 (O/H)!, correspond-
ing to 12+log(O/H) = 8.50, as the dividing line between
using the solar-metallicity model or the subsolar one to
determine stellar initial mass. These models extend from
the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the onset of cen-
tral carbon burning. This is considered representative of
the stellar lifetime since the time elapsed from carbon
burning to SN is only about a few hundred years, neg-
ligible compared to the ! 106 " 107 year lifetime of the
star.
We compare Starburst99 model of H!EW against

GALEV (Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben 2003;
Kotulla et al. 2009), to check for consistency and
possible systematic e!ects. Both SSP models consider
the contribution of stellar and nebular continuum to
the output light, but GALEV includes nebular line
emissions. As for the H!EW value as a function of SSP
age, Starburst99 provides the tabulation of the values
while GALEV does not. Therefore, individual spectra
of GALEV SSP models of di!erent ages were extracted
and then H! equivalent widths were measured using
IRAF/splot with the same procedure as the one applied
to observational data. The result comparing the two
di!erent SSP models is presented in Figure 2. For both
Starburst99 and GALEV we assume an instantaneous
burst of a stellar population with Salpeter IMF at solar
metallicity, using Geneva stellar library. From the plot it
is evident that H!EW may di!er by a factor two or more
between the two models. We attribute this di!erence
partly because of the resolution di!erence of the model
SED. GALEV SEDs have resolution of 20 Å at H!,
thus the neighboring nitrogen lines ([NII]""6548,6583)
were not resolved thus contaminated the H! in the EW
measurement. However, this EW di!erence translates

SN II live so long that the 
SF region around has dispersed

SN types cluster in one host
(episodes of SF?)

Anderson et al. 12

Modjaz et al. 11

Leloudas et al. 11

Ha EW

SN site IFU spectroscopy – Ib/c progenitors 13

Figure 14. SN Ib/c progenitors overplotted on mass-metallicity space; Ic progenitors are indicated with purple triangles and Ib progenitors
are indicated with green diamonds. Theoretical predictions of progenitors of each SN type by Georgy et al. (2009) are drawn as colored
regions.

clusion that SN Ic progenitors have mass within the WR
star range. We note that the large deviation in SN Ic
average progenitor mass is caused by the very high de-
termined mass of SN 1964L, ! 120 M!. If we omit this
one SN the average progenitor mass for SN Ic is reduced
to 27.5± 6.7 M! – still higher than SN Ib progenitor av-
erage and consistent with WR star mass. The statistical
significance of the Ib and Ic progenitor mass di!erence
is 1.3!, and the inclusion of SN 1964L will slightly re-
duce it into 1.1!. Our results also show some examples
where the progenitor may have originated from close bi-
nary systems, considering the old age of the parent stel-
lar population. This is consistent with the findings of
Leloudas et al. (2011), which suggests that both single
or binary progenitor scenarios are at work for SN Ib/c

production. Recent finding by Sana et al. (2012) shows
that binary interaction may a!ect 70% or more of the
massive star population.
Considering the two channels of high and low mass

progenitors possible for SN Ib/c, it is interesting to com-
pare it with the derived initial masses of the compact
remnants in the Galaxy. Magnetars are believed to be
formed by rapidly rotating massive stellar cores, and this
mechanism would not work if the star enters the red
supergiant phase where magnetic breaking between the
stellar core and envelope may spin down the core rota-
tion. Therefore, a very high mass star (! 40 M!) that
can lose a significant portion of its hydrogen envelope
prior to SN is required as the progenitor of magnetars.
Several studies have confirmed this by studying the host
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Figure 7. IFU FoV and extracted cluster spectra for the SN 2007gr site. The continuum image of the GMOS FoV was made by collapsing
the datacube in wavelength direction, approximately covering the V -band. Figure annotations are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 8. IFU FoV and extracted cluster spectra for the SN 2009em site. Figure annotations are the same as in Figure 3.

Table 2
Results for SN Ic sites

SN site Object O!set/”(pc)a (O3N2) (N2) 12+log(O/H) Z/Z! H!EW/Å Age/Myr M/M!

1964L SC* 2.6 (220) 8.83 8.57 8.70 1.09+0.39
"0.27 939.10 ± 84.52 3.28+0.04

"0.04 120"10

+1

1994I SC* 2.6 (110) – 8.58 8.58 0.83+0.43
"0.28 13.34± 1.87 11.0+0.25

"0.75 17.9"0.4
+0.8

2000ew SC-A 2.3 (220) 8.77 8.58 8.68 1.05+0.23
"0.22 68.18± 8.18 6.31+0.04

"0.04 29.5"0.2
+0.1

2000ew SC-B* 1.2 (110) 8.85 8.59 8.72 1.15+0.40
"0.30 221.10 ± 35.38 5.75+0.09

"0.09 33.9"0.8
+1.0

2004gt SC* 1.3 (140) 8.78 8.64 8.71 1.12+0.20
"0.17 209.60 ± 10.48 5.78+0.03

"0.03 33.7"0.3
+0.2

2007gr SC-A* 0.0 (0) 8.69 8.72 8.71 1.12+0.03
"0.05 15.57± 0.96 7.84+0.75

"0.25 24.4"2.5
+0.8

2007gr SC-B 1.4 (52) 8.96 8.63 8.80 1.35+0.64
"0.42 33.03± 3.30 6.66+0.06

"0.05 28.3"0.2
+0.1

2007gr SC-C 1.1 (41) 8.82 8.68 8.75 1.20+0.25
"0.20 59.62± 2.47 6.36+0.01

"0.02 29.3"0.1
+0.1

2007gr SC-D 1.6 (59) 8.99 8.58 8.79 1.35+0.79
"0.52 50.26± 5.03 6.42+0.06

"0.04 29.1"0.2
+0.1

2007gr SC-E 1.0 (37) 8.65 8.54 8.60 0.85"0.14
"0.09 27.95± 1.39 6.78+0.08

"0.05 27.9"0.3
+0.2

2009em SC-A* 1.1 (100) 8.57 8.51 8.54 0.76+0.05
"0.05 26.88± 2.69 6.84+0.30

"0.09 27.7"1.0
+0.4

2009em SC-B 1.0 (94) 8.85 8.78 8.82 1.45+0.10
"0.13 68.76± 5.09 6.31+0.02

"0.03 29.5"0.1
+0.1

a O!set between SN and approximate cluster center.
* SN parent cluster.

Gaskell et al. 1986; Weiler et al. 1986; Clocchiatti et al.
1996) and has been suggested to be the prototypical type
Ib SNe along with SN 1984L (Porter & Filippenko 1987).
Sramek et al. (1984) reported the first radio detection of
a type I SN of this SN 1983N. Clocchiatti et al. (1996)
reported that their astrometry of the SN position is ac-
curate to within ! 0.6”.
Using SNIFS we discovered that the explosion site of

the SN is quite complex, with three detected objects
within the IFU FoV. In the continuum a prominent clus-

ter was detected, but this cluster is overshadowed in H!
by two bright nearby HII regions (see Figure 9). We
extracted the spectra of SC-A cluster and the HII re-
gion north-east of it (SC-B), but failed to do so for the
HII region south-east of the cluster since it is situated at
the edge of the FoV. It is likely that this third cluster is
similar in age with SC-B considering its detectability in
H! and nondetection in continuum images. The cluster
SC-A was found to be 7.2 Myr old with 1.02 times solar
metallicity while the HII region SC-B has age of 2.6 Myr
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THe data

4 LS spectra 
SN sites + major axis
[OII] to [SII]
res. ~0.4kpc (along slit)

Resolution!! 
SN 2008D 

SN 2007uy 

SN 1999eh 

N 

E 0.5‘ 

4 VIMOS pointings
SN sites + half major axis
[OIII] to [SII]
res. 0.66 arcsec ~100 pc

OSIRIS/TF imaging
entire galaxy
Ha, NII, SII doublet +cont.
FWHM 12Å, 8Å steps (Ha)
FWHM 20Å, 15Å steps ([SII])
res. 0.25 arcsec ~35pc
!!wavelength shift !!
- dist. from optical axis
- rotation curve of galaxy



OSIRIS/TF imaging
entire galaxy
Ha, NII, SII doublet +cont.
FWHM 12Å, 8Å steps (Ha)
FWHM 20Å, 15Å steps ([SII])
res. 0.25 arcsec ~35pc
!!wavelength shift !!
- dist. from optical axis
- rotation curve of galaxy

THe data

4 LS spectra 
SN sites + major axis
[OII] to [SII]
res. ~0.4kpc (along slit)

Resolution!! 
SN 2008D 

SN 2007uy 

SN 1999eh 

N 

E 0.5‘ 

4 VIMOS pointings
SN sites + half major axis
[OIII] to [SII]
res. 0.66 arcsec ~100 pc

Fluxcalibration with „leftover“ driftscan LS data



Results from VIMOS
metallicity gradient shocked material at the edge of SF regions 

(expected)



Results from VIMOS
(this you cannot do with TF!)

SN 2008D 

SN 2007uy 

SN 1999eh 

N 

E 0.5‘ 

regular velocity field
(has to be analyzed in detail)

some more turbulent 
(=younger?) SF regions?



TF-> IMAGES of ...
Ha [SII]



TF-> IMAGES of ...
Ha [NII]



A metallicity IMAGE



A metallicity IMAGE
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Shocks and EW - IMAGES!

log([SII]/Ha)
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Ha EW



Other interesting stuff...

NGC 2770 has a bar! (classified as SA) - and maybe a warp

UKIDSS IR
color composite

2008D 

2007uy 

1999eh 

Would be interesting to get some 
HI/CO images to determine the 
velocity field



some Results
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were used due to object proximity to the edge of the
field of view. Sky in SNIFS data was estimated using an
annular aperture around the object and subtracted out.
Usually the annulus is larger than the field width thus
e!ectively only a part of it was being used to measure the
sky. GMOS is equipped by another IFU dedicated for si-
multaneous sky observation during the science exposures,
and subtraction was done in the reduction process.
The positions of the objects in each SNIFS wave-

length slice were traced, thus compensating the di!er-
ential atmospheric refraction e!ect (DAR; Filippenko
1982). This demonstrates the advantage of using inte-
gral field spectroscopy (IFS) compared to conventional
slit spectroscopy which is strongly a!ected by DAR, and
with IFS the e!ects of DAR could be corrected a pos-
teriori as has been shown by Arribas et al. (1999). The
GMOS dataset was corrected for DAR in the datacube
stage by shifting each wavelength slices, and aperture
photometry of individual slices was done with fixed aper-
ture position for each object.
The final resulting spectra were then analysed using

IRAF/splot. Nebular emission lines were measured by
fitting a Gaussian profile. To measure metallicity, only
the nebular emission lines are needed thus the stellar con-
tinuum was removed prior to line measurement by fitting
a polynomial function. Before measuring line equiva-
lent width, the continuum was normalized also by fit-
ting with a polynomial. Metallicity in terms of oxygen
abundance was derived using the O3N2 and N2 calibra-
tions by Pettini & Pagel (2004, hereafter PP04). This
method of metallicity determination uses intensity ratios
of lines closely spaced in wavelength, therefore not sen-
sitive against errors introduced by reddening and flux
calibration.
Following PP04, we adopt 12 + log (O/H) = 8.66 as

the value of the solar oxygen abundance (Asplund et al.
2004). In all of the observed fields H! and [NII]"6583
were detected thus enabling N2 determination, while the
H# and [OIII]"5007 detection required for O3N2 is less
frequent. In cases where both O3N2 and N2 were de-
tected we adopt the mean value as the metallicity, other-
wise the N2 value is adopted. The errors quoted in metal-
licity in Z! unit are the bounds for the highest and lowest
values of 12+log(O/H) determined from O3N2 and N2.
In cases where only N2 is available, we assign the error of
12+log(O/H) as ±0.18 dex, which is the 1$ uncertainty
in the PP04’s N2 calibration determination. These were
then converted into Z! metallicities to give the highest
and lowest value bounds of metallicity.
Ages of the stellar populations were determined by

comparing the observed H! equivalent width (EW)
with the theoretical values provided by simple stel-
lar population (SSP) model Starburst99 (Leitherer et al.
1999) for each appropriate metallicity. We assume an
instantaneous-burst stellar population with continuous,
standard Salpeter IMF (! = 2.35). The evolution of
H!EW with SSP age is presented in Figure 1. H!EW
of a stellar population with continuous star formation is
also shown for comparison. The evolution of H! is sen-
sitive to the star formation history, while IMF variations
give less important e!ect especially at SSP age older than
! 4 Myr. The error of H!EW were estimated from the
signal-to-noise ratio of the spectral continuum around
H!. We expect the e!ect of dust absorption in H!EW

Figure 1. Time evolution of H! equivalent width, Starburst99
SSP. Single-burst model is represented with black line color and
continuous star formation with purple; both use standard Salpeter
IMF with ! = 2.35, Mup = 100 M!. Dotted lines represent single-
burst solar-metallicity models with di!erent IMFs: red is for ! =
3.30, Mup = 100 M!, orange is for ! = 2.35, Mup = 30 M!. The
lifetimes of single stars of di!erent initial masses at solar metallicity
according to Padova models are indicated with vertical grey lines.

determination to be minimal due to the very small wave-
length range used for EWmeasurement. The SSP age de-
termined from H!EW is adopted as the lifetime of the co-
eval progenitor star, and comparison with Padova stellar
evolution models gives the estimated initial mass of a star
with such lifetime. We used models from Bressan et al.
(1993) for solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), and Fagotto et al.
(1994) for 0.4 solar metallicity (Z = 0.008). We defined
observed oxygen abundance of 0.7 (O/H)!, correspond-
ing to 12+log(O/H) = 8.50, as the dividing line between
using the solar-metallicity model or the subsolar one to
determine stellar initial mass. These models extend from
the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the onset of cen-
tral carbon burning. This is considered representative of
the stellar lifetime since the time elapsed from carbon
burning to SN is only about a few hundred years, neg-
ligible compared to the ! 106 " 107 year lifetime of the
star.
We compare Starburst99 model of H!EW against

GALEV (Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben 2003;
Kotulla et al. 2009), to check for consistency and
possible systematic e!ects. Both SSP models consider
the contribution of stellar and nebular continuum to
the output light, but GALEV includes nebular line
emissions. As for the H!EW value as a function of SSP
age, Starburst99 provides the tabulation of the values
while GALEV does not. Therefore, individual spectra
of GALEV SSP models of di!erent ages were extracted
and then H! equivalent widths were measured using
IRAF/splot with the same procedure as the one applied
to observational data. The result comparing the two
di!erent SSP models is presented in Figure 2. For both
Starburst99 and GALEV we assume an instantaneous
burst of a stellar population with Salpeter IMF at solar
metallicity, using Geneva stellar library. From the plot it
is evident that H!EW may di!er by a factor two or more
between the two models. We attribute this di!erence
partly because of the resolution di!erence of the model
SED. GALEV SEDs have resolution of 20 Å at H!,
thus the neighboring nitrogen lines ([NII]""6548,6583)
were not resolved thus contaminated the H! in the EW
measurement. However, this EW di!erence translates

SNe not in particularly metal poor 
regions in the host

SNe in the brightest 50% of the SF 
regions, not all have low ages

SN Ib single stars
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Conclusions
Resolution is important, only if we resolve the SF region we can be sure 
about the result
-> need for as high resolution as possible
     TFs can be useful for large galaxies, adapt method to science you need
-> more studies+comparisons needed to interpret results at high z

Environment can contribute to know what was the progenitor 
(need to team up with stellar evolution modelers, SN observations...)

NGC 2770 not highly SF but low-ish in metallicity 
-> SFH of that galaxy could be interesting
Progenitors probably binaries (at least some)

SN hosts in 3D give lots of interesting side stuff (morphology, velocity 
field, metallicity gradient ...)

Stay tuned for Thöne et al. hopefully some time this fall!



Early conference annoucement!

Focus meeting 
„Stellar explosions in an ever changing environment“

SOC
C. Thöne (chair), L. Christensen (co-chair), S. Vergani, L. Kewley, A. Gal-Yam, C. Belczynski, 
K. Maeda, F. Matteucci, G. Östlin, J. Prochaska,  N. Tanvir, P. Papaderos

Honolulu, Hawai‘i
Some time between Aug. 3 and 14, 2015

Bring together people working on SF, galaxies, GRBs & SNe to explore the mutual influence 
between stellar explosions and their galactic environment




